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9 Completing 8 7 6  5 PAIRfect 4  3  2  1 Opening 

→ I see the PAIRfect 10 of an alphabet joining 9 Completing and 1 Opening ↔ right brain and left brain 
merge ↔ right and left hands unite in pure action ↔ I have my results ←  
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TWH reveals the PAIRfect life of numbers, for me to know such wholeness that 
nothing or no one is favored. When I know the difference between right and 
wrong, I merge with the whole to such degree that any denial of responsibility, 
or any unkind or dishonest word or action is unthinkable. Numbers measure 
the Earth by way of their geometry; as such they are the shortest and clearest 
path to incarnating as the Living Word, when I embody Wisdom.   

 

1. Preparing for class – a must read.              P3 
2. Supreme Cure – WHY are numbers keeping me honest?      P14 
3. Amazing GRace – seeing the shadow on the wall              P20 
4. The Dark Night – measuring my “Earth” goals         P30 
5. Animal PAIRfection – moving with the luminaries         P36 
6. TORA/TARO – my direct line to “Good”           P44 

TWH decodes a story so famous it is part of every tradition on the planet: once upon a time, my two hands 
communicated via GReed. Observing that my Earth is corrupted, “God” decided to destroy it with a flood. 
NH is spared, as he “was a JUST being”. NH is instructed to build an ark, and bring on it “two of every sort of 
animal, male and female” and their food. Feeling the GRace of these PAIRS is how to END the Hunger. 

Note: TWH is short for “The WHYS Hands”; TWT is short for “The WHYS Tree”.  

The WHYS Hands 

TWH Prep Work Supreme Cure Amazing GRace WISE Memory Animal PAIRfect TORA/TARO 
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Preparing for Class 
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I am in great danger: at any moment, I may 
stumble on a message that will shuffle my 
memory bank in such a way that I’ll change 
perspective forever! I’ll make sure to stay on 
the defensive: what if I were to accidentally 
find GOD, and suddenly found myself happy, 

alive, laughing, loving and “LAWing” it all? 

WARNING :: A 1-MIN. XPR COURSE 
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WHY Logistics? 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. Duplication of this publication is strictly prohibited without the express written permission of the author.  

I resist forgiving and surrendering my judgments, because I fear loss. For many of 
us, enlightenment takes lifetimes. For some of us, it took an experience of great 
violence. While enlightenment is not going to happen because of what I do, it will 
also not happen without my doing. Truth be told: I am the only one to know how 
much I actually show up to the eXPiRe process: do I wait for the last moment to 
do my homework? Am I willing to be called on my BS, when there’s evidence that 
I’m lying? Thus far, there was no linguistic forms by which to feel my speech acts. 
I thus could only get archetypes intellectually, which means I didn’t get them at 
all! Having both a geometrical shape and an algebraic numeral, the 22 letters are 
the material carrier I was looking for: I just needed to master the art of making 
the numerals speak! This art, known as geometry, is QKabbalah’s foundation. By 
keeping me honest, IT leads me to THE END of the BS, when I write the pages of 
my book, lose the pounds, make the money, in a TRUTH THAT IS MEASURABLE. 

BECAUSE, as I’m starting a rare adventure in consciousness, it behooves me to have a map to ground, orient 
and control the efficient circulation and storing of the information received, until I can drop the plan. 

“Enlightenment comes when your third eye is at one with your turd eye and you can see your own shit.” Christopher Wynter 

TIME: TWH/TWT is a SIX- month course, three sessions per month (schedule on P6-7). It can be reviewed against a nominal 
fee, and as many times as it is my pleasure to do so.  MONEY: one-on-one sessions are available by request, and given as 
per the “Sense of Enough”: what is enough for me to give to receive the answer I seek? TRUTH: I will die, both to who I 
think I am (“the body”), and to the body. The “when” is an unknown. I’m in great danger: to protect myself, I can read P4.   
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The WHYS Tree :: Sessions 1-10 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

# Lesson/Section Title Practical UnderStanding TWH TWT 

1 Orientation :: SPECIAL 3-hour.  
Synergizing the WHYS Logistics (TWH) and the WHYS 

Tree (TWT). What is my responsibility?  
Aleph, P1-13 P1-8 

2 WHAT’s eating me, and WHY?  
The “FEAR of the LORD” is so misunderstood that I’d 

say I want to heal, yet my actions oppose my words. 
Beth, P15 P9-18 

3 WHY Sucking, and what is EAT?  
Sucking on the “breast” of sentience is to hear/SEE 
the codes’ life, moving both linearly and randomly. 

Gimel, P16 P19-28 

4 WHY Biting, and what is EAT?  
WHY do I say I want healing, yet do harm? WHY do I 

lie? It’s because I have a secret or two to protect. 
Dalet P17 P29-38 

5 I REVIEW THE SECTIONS ABOVE: RANDOM PLAY Heh P18-19 P1-38 

6 
WHY is the Gate of the Good, and WHY 
does it concern religion?          

It is not religion that failed me, it is me that failed IT! 
While I resist feeling coerced, I can keep acting out.  

Vav, P21 P39-48 

7 
WHY is there evil and suffering in the 
world?  

My judging “evil” makes me a victim; too hurt to feel 
how the law is the result of my communication.  

Zayin, P22 P49-58 

8 
WHY is there an elephant in the living 
room of humanity?   

The elephant lives is triangular: 1. there’s an out 
there, 2. “I’m not enough!” 3. “I’m chosen; special!” 

Chet, P23 P59-61 

9 WHY Chewing, and what is EAT?  
Chewing is an essential meditation: it breaks down 
the Word into smaller particles easier to assimilate.  

Teth, P24 P61-70 

10 I REVIEW THE SECTIONS ABOVE: RANDOM PLAY :: 3-hour 
Yod, P25 

Kaph, P26 
P39-70 

Preparation: I “feel-read” the pages marked in columns TWH and of TWT (average 11 pages) linearly.  
I also pick randomly 3 pages within the reading of TWT’s section, and reflect on WHY these 3 random pages picked me. 
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The WHYS Tree :: Sessions 11-20 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

# Lesson/Section Title Practical UnderStanding TWH TWT 

11 WHY Savoring, and what is EAT?  
The more I chew, the more savor I derive from 
ad/oration: will I open to eye-NO-sense? 

Lamed, P27 P71-80 

12 WHY Digesting, and what is EAT?  
Digestion is the core of non/action: it never happens 
because of my doing, or without it. It is freedom. 

Mem, P28 P81-90 

13 
WHY the weirdness and the colors of 

word “PaRaDiSe”?   

I think I have eyes, but I don’t see the message, until 
a weird “PaRaDiSe” wakes me up from blind limbo.  

Nun, P31 P91-100 

14 I REVIEW THE SECTIONS ABOVE: RANDOM PLAY Samekh, P33 P71-100 

15 
WHY linear time, when I could be 

emPowering the NOW?   

A beautiful mind knows the symmetry of two ways 
to “do time:” linear time and sacred time.  

Ayin, P34 P101-110 

16 
WHY Faiths, when the plurality ends up 

feeding my doubts?  

Faith is having 100% certainty in the authority of my 
belief. By making faith plural, I lose sight of my goal. 

Peh, P35 P111-121 

17 WHY Satiating, and what is EAT? 
T for Truth: T is square, as IT represents the mystery 
of the cross, that assimilates any and ALL resistance.   

Tzaddi, P37 P121-130 

18 I REVIEW THE SECTIONS ABOVE: RANDOM PLAY Qoph, P39 P101-130 

19 Conclusion 
emPowering NOW LLC and eXPiRe go where no one 
has gone before by synergizing the gates of Eternity.  

Resh, P40 P131-144 

20 MASTER REVIEW: RANDOM PLAY :: SPECIAL 3-hour 
Shin/Tav, 

P41-43 
P1-144 

The WHYS Tree is a SIX-Month Course transmitted on Mondays evening, 7-9P CT, 8-10P ET.  
We will meet the first 3 Mondays of each month (and the 4th Monday in a 5-Monday month), for a total of 20 sessions.  
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WHY Body Stages? 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. Duplication of this publication is strictly prohibited without the express written permission of the author.  

BECAUSE the Shame that I resist is how I am yet to come to a point of “Enough” with my pain, 
and BECAUSE ALL Mystery Schools agree on THE END result as being the Body of Light! 

“Confidentiality by request: when I can’t live with a wide-open Shame Closet!” 5th XPR Agreement. 

Body Stage Shame Causal Subtle  Gross Witness Light 

State Altered Deep Sleep Dreaming Waking Conscious Immortal 

Here is a PaRaDoX: every process and secret revealed in this SIX-month course 
will remain between the community formed by students and teachers: total 
confidentiality! However, to disrobe from the Shame body and shift to the Light 
body that I Am, I must come out of the closet. This is being the change I wish to 
see! What I used to think as a humiliation is now the source of my Wisdom. Now 
that I am REAL, I no longer fear to be exposed as a fraud. Such presence is what 
Chinese alchemists call the “diamond body;” European alchemists, the Corpus 
Incorruptibile, Christian schools, the “glorified body,” Gnostics, the Pneuma or 
the “vital breath,” which moves through me, to give me life.  

When postponing my Good, I’m in the past; not an immortal in the light body! 
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WHY the One-Time Logic? 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. Duplication of this publication is strictly prohibited without the express written permission of the author.  

BECAUSE I make NO sense: I say I want to be sober, and then I go buy a 12-pack, and BECAUSE 
logic involves numbers (e.g.; a 12-pack), no matter what my goal is! Numbers give me the proof 
that I know the Difference between “WRITE” and wrong.  

On a Limb?  ? ? ? ? ? ? 

WHY PaRaDiSe? ? D for Difference ? ? ? ? 

Using www.pathofxpr.net learning portal: 1) I complete my lesson’s readings. 
2) I answer the following questions. 3) I submit the quiz. 

 
 

• What is my fondest dream – my AIM? I make it measurable.  
• What is or are the insane habits that I use to do harm and shame me ↔ 

make me feel that I am not “enough” ↔ block me from being the AIM? 
• Out of this list of bad habits, which one keeps all of the others in place?  
• How will I know that my mission is accomplished; what would be the 

proofs that I am no longer blocking my AIM? 

I revisit weekly the foundation of 
my dream, when I AM the AIM.  

Called Chamsa (Arabic for “5”), the 
5 fingers symbolize the 5 senses.  

http://www.pathofxpr.net/
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WHY Weekly (7) Work?

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. Duplication of this publication is strictly prohibited without the express written permission of the author.  

BECAUSE, whether I choose to feel it or not, my days on Earth are numbered, and BECAUSE 
being willing to make time count is exactly what a numerical alphabet can facilitate.  

On a Limb?  ? ? ? ? ? ? 

WHY PaRaDiSe? ? ? R for Reminder ? ? ? 

I’ll need an amulet warding against evil, as long 
as I resist feeling what’s Good and what is not!  

Using www.pathofxpr.net learning portal: 1) I complete my lesson’s readings. 
2) I answer the following questions. 3) I submit the quiz. 

 

• The past: what is the WHY that most disturbed me in the last class? 
• The present: where am I now in my inquiry on this specific WHY?  
• The future: now that I felt into #1, I wish to understand WHY…?  
• The in-between: I have questions on pages [___] of the required reading. 

Note: my insane habit of choice () is to be felt via the 7x7 Forgiveness Journey (P35).  
I keep track of my progresses via the learning portal.  

http://www.pathofxpr.net/
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WHY Created-SIX? 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

SIX elements source the three main cosmologies: Taoism, Hinduism, Judaism. Three of these elements are concealed (Ether, 
Earth, Wood): the sequoia’s seed contains a tree yet to be revealed. The etheric program that imprints the seed, the Earth 
in which the seed is planted, and the Wood of the future tree are concealed, until they are not. Three elements are revealed 
(Water, Air, Fire). The sequence above illustrates how elementary life processes are. First the yin (female) elements: life is 
written genetically as an Etheric code → It becomes visible in Water and is nurtured in Earth. Then come the yang (male) 
elements: life breathes Air bathed by the warmth of the Sun → It limits its form according to its genetic program.  

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Hebrew word Shesh for “SIX”. The 3-flame sign Shin lights up the revealed; the 4-flame Shin, the concealed. 

BECAUSE I must come to THE 
END of Desire for the Earth to 
be revealed. Earth is the 
invisible part of the FOUR 
classical elements: Fire, Earth, 
Water, Air.   
 
Earth calls me to have faith, 
that is, to merge the concealed 
and the revealed, which is how 
to reach any goal!  

Notice how Ether is 
behind Water, and 
Earth is behind Air, 

and Fire is behind 
(depends on) Wood… 

The Snake Dormant Not Unfolding Not Revealing Not Nourishing Not Warming Not Limiting 
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WHY Printing this Page?  

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

From the center outward, FOUR Yin Yang Fractals for me to observe as they move within me: “HUEmor” 
& Elementary → Ignorance & Knowledge → Unconscious & Conscious → Resistance & Desire:   
1. How is Knowledge extrapolated from Elementary? How is Ignorance the exact complement of 

Knowledge? What link do you see between “HUEmor” and Ignorance? 
2. How is the Unconscious the result of Ignorance? How is the Conscious the result of Knowledge?  
3. How is Resistance extrapolated from the Unconscious? How does THE END of Resistance usher the 

fulfillment of ALL my heart’s desires? Note: Proportion is the geometrical expression of Justice.   

Resistance Loneliness Sadness Shame Fear Hatred Anger 

Unconscious                                                         Fallen angel prostitutE saboteuR victiM  chilD Avenging angel 

Ignorance Screech Split Mind Lost Soul Pain Body Broken Heart Forsaken Spirit 

“HUEmor” Excessive Sanguine  Melancholic  Phlegmatic  Choleric  Supine  

Elementary Black Ether Azure Air/Metal Blue Water Brown Earth Red Fire Green Wood 

Knowledge Voice Mind Soul Body Heart Spirit 

 Conscious GReed INgénue  Engineer  Visionary  Officer   Leader GRace INgénue  

Desire Aloneness Freedom Satisfaction Integrity Transformation Consciousness 

“Resistance is futile: you will be assimilated.” Borg Collective, Star Trek. 

BECAUSE having a solid foundation is going to make associations between above and belove SO real 
that new neural pathways will be created to overwrite the repetition of insanity.  

Proportion 95% 1% 1% 1% 1% 1% 
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WHY Digital? 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

Y10 Th9 H8 G7 Desiring E5 D4 C3 B2 A1 

BECAUSE “digit” comes from French doigts 
[doo-uh] (for “fingers”), and because the XPR 
software gives me 10 Words to clean the bug 
of “free will” that disturb the binary code 0/1, 
by which to be (1) and not to be (0). 

The “eagle” hands have no need for #0, as the ego is already nullified. When I am yet to surrender, I 
have the 10 Words (the Ten Commandments) as a sublime medicine. As word Vav (W=6) for “nail, 
phallus” meets word Heh (E=5) for “window, womb”, I come to the 11th hour, when Desiring the bad 
(“I don’t wanna”) is annihilated: 11 moves into the 0 of 10, and 10, into 9: I am Complete!   

The lineup above 
says: “my hands 
are yours; not my 
will, Thy will be 
done.” 

The lineup to the 
left says: “I know 
what to do (what’s 
right); I just don’t 
want to do it.” 

Y10 

Aleph → A 

Th9 H8 G7 W6 E5 D4 C3 B2 A1 

Completing Ordering Engaging W6 PAIRfect Resisting Changing Deciding Opening 
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Supreme Cure 

Permission requested  
to use farside cartoons.  
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 How can I not be plagued with desires, when I am yet to feel the     
responses of my senses to life’s violence; the impatience, the 
anger, the boredom, the loneliness, the sorrows, the sicknesses, 
the injustice, the poverty, the shame, the greed? I say it doesn’t 
concern me; yet the separation is unreal and irrational, because, 
as a part of the W/hole, I have created this crisis. Yet, I don’t want 
to face it. And so I numb myself, tempering my boredom with a 
new book, the latest toy, an exotic trip, food: anything to distract 
me! I secretly hope that something would change, that this saving 
device of mine would end the insatiable hunger. Although it never 
does, I don’t choose to see the cause: that I am who dis-appointed 
the Messiah in me, by letting Snake Beliefs (the BS) erode my 
foundation – the very source of my creative energy.  

WHY 666-Desiring?  

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

666’s geometries: Yom HaShishi (YWM ESSY) for “the SIXth day” | the sum of Menachem (MNHM) + Shiloh (SYLE) + Y-Nun 
(YN) + Chaninah (HNYNE) = 138 + 345 + 60 + 123 |Shem Yeshuah (SM YESWE) for “Jesus’ Name”.  

The Snake Dormant Unfolding Revealing Nourishing Warming Limiting 

The Messiah Disentangling Consolation Fulfillment Endurance Providence Optimizing 

L/B MSYH L’Mashiach M-Menachem S of Shiloh Y of Yenun H of Chaninah B’Mashiach  

BECAUSE the illusion of bondage to the 666-Beast of Desire, and the motivation to 
sabotage the good will remain as long as my foundation has cracks and snakes in it.  

Beth → B 

WXM=666 enact the “squaring the 
circle:” W is the Line or the arrow,  

X is the circle or the archer,  
M is the square or the target.  
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WHY 3 into 7?  

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

The mouth chakra is the gate into the “Promised Land:”   
1. Pick a limiting belief: how does this projection create a “lower” world?  
2. The emotion you are now resisting, what does it attract?  
3. What actions do you now engage? What does it make/manifest?  
4. 3rd eye opener: I download the One Language (=I own my projection). 

Heart Chakra Mouth Throat Navel/Sex Root Third Eye Crown 

IS-REALity Unknowns Beliefs E-motions Actions One Language One Will 

The World Infinity Creation Attraction Manifestation Download Eternal Light 

7= the Lower Worlds ↓     3 = the Promised Land ↑ 

Beliefs 

Emotions 

Actions 

One Will 

One Language 

“The Tree of Life within the Garden 
and the Tree of the Knowledge of 

Good and Evil” (Gen. 2:9). 

BECAUSE being permanently connected to the Crown (=loving what IS), and having my third eye open will make a 
HUGE difference in the quality of (my) life and in the contribution I’ll naturally extend to ALL sentient beings!    

Gimel → C 
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WHY 4 into 6?  

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

The Adam of Gen. 1 is primary (total Faith): s/he serves Elohim, the GOD Name that is “Created SIX”. The Adam of Gen. 2 is 
secondary (lots of doubts): He serves the FOUR-lettered Name, a “LORD” who is either punishing or rewarding.  

BECAUSE I am like a chilD refusing to grow up, who gets mom and dad’s attention as 
they reward me for being a good girl [boy] or punish me for being a bad boy [girl].  

Dalet → D 

The FOUR  The FOUR Stages of the DREaM 

Unconscious Fallen angel E for prostitutE R for saboteuR M for victiM  D for chilD Avenging angel 

Punishment Ungrounded Unsuccessful Wandering  Repudiated Branded Restless 

Reward Settling Detaching Waiting Producing Disidentifying Rejuvenating 

 Conscious GReed INgénue  E for Engineer  V for Visionary O for Officer  L for Leader GRace INgénue  

The FOUR  The FOUR Stages of LOVE 

Aleph taking SIX different  
viewpoints at the exact 

same time!  

← When I widen my perspective, I see that the square is within 
a hexagon → To feel it, I become conscious of the following: 
• I came into the body as a Fallen angel, with a contract to 

“digest” a specific area of GReed. I get reminders via an 
INgénue doing her best to alert me to a shame area.   

• Yet, I won’t wake up! Not taking responsibility for the mess,  
I turn Avenging angel. I know that I forgave when my Genius 
is free: I am now GRace INgénue, doing ALL by grace alone. 

What if I limited me 
 to 4 angles? Yet, I forgot 
that I made that choice!  
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Yah is the GOD Name that inscribes the entire Tree-House using 
the Power of Memory: the up-pointing triangle traces the 
motion of Fire: it leads to the chamber 9, of my Leader. The 
down-pointing triangle traces the motion of Water: it leads 
into the chamber 1, of my Visionary. Yah is a two-lettered word 
formed by Yod (the male seed) and Heh (the female womb). 
Yah (YE=15=1+5=6) is behind all lines of a magiQKal square 
whose numbers add up to 15, to support my tantriQK union.   

Formed by an up pointing and a down 
pointing triangles, the hexagram 

illustrates how male ascent as Fire, and 
female descent as Water, complete each 
other. To facilitate the union, I can rely on 

the play of my chilD and saboteuR.  

WHY 1 into 9?  

The Hebrew for “Length and Height” is Horakh U’Qumah (AWRK=227 W’QWME=157). 227 is Zekhar (GKR) for “male,” who 
is K’Aur (K’AWR) for “like the light.” 157 is Neqebah (NQBE) for “female,” who is also K’Qabbalah (K’QBLE) for “like receiving.” 

Dimension Time Depth Height Width Length Purity 

Function Becoming  Thinking  Feeling  Sensing  Intuiting  Being  

BECAUSE it gives me boundaries, when I think I’m above the law, and go from one extreme to another.  

Heh → H 
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WHY 20:20 Vision?  

These five/SIX symbols share one characteristic: they all add up to being a 10! 
1. The MagiQKal Square of 9 digits within the all-encompassing cipher zer0. 

2. The candelabrum with FOUR male branches and FOUR female branches (8) + 1 core + 1 base. 
3. The 10 Words or “matters” that direct the communication of 10 fingers and 10 toes,  

over the Vitruvian Man and Woman, each having 4 limbs + 1 head ((4+1)x2=10). 
4. The Buddhist Wheel formed by eight spokes, one hub, and one rim (8+1+1=10). 

5. The octahedron of FOUR directions and sub-directions, between the Zenith and the Nadir (4+4+1+1=10). 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Completing Ordering Engaging Desiring PAIRfect Resisting Changing Dividing Opening 

BECAUSE 10x2 is THE universal symbol by which to have acuity; a clarity and sharpness of vision that is  
measured as I AM the AIM – a awesome sight manifested by 10 fingers and 10 toes working at One.  
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Opening to GRace 

Permission requested  
to use the farside cartoon.  
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WHY the One Light? 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

Hebrew word Chan for “Grace”. Turned around, it writes Noach for “Noah”. When it forms Chan-ukah, it is 
the “Grace to stop [the fight] on the 25th” of Hebrew month Kislev. Christmas is also on the 25th “day”.  

The holiday of Chanukah witnesses the miracle of Illumination – when I fully 
released my will. Such enlightenment occurs in the darkest and coldest “season”; 
in the winter of my soul. Such “rest” is also Shabbat, on the 7th day (25=2+5=7).  

BECAUSE it reveals 
that I am created male 
and female: being 
male-like is the Power 
to circulate the light;  
being female-like is 
the Power to receive 
the light, and hold it!   

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Vav → W 

Opportunity  Vulnerability Receptivity Illumination Inscription Revelation Passage 
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WHY Lucky Seven?  

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

The 7-branch candelabrum is a beautiful thing: yet, it only includes the 7 chakras of the Tree of Life, and not 
the Tree of the Knowledge of Good and Evil. When I do not stretch to the utmost of Good (#9) and Evil (#1), I 
can’t know the difference. I thus never transcend the beliefs that entrap me into the GReed of the 7 Deadly.  

Deadly GReed GR/Envy  GR/Lust  GR/Wrath  GR/Gluttony  GR/Pride  GR/Sloth  

Living GRace Kindness Honesty Patience Temperance Humility Diligence 

BECAUSE #7 is tantalizing, and thus generates strong emotions: it incites the desire to obtain 
that which I will think is beyond my reach as long as I haven’t died to who I think I am.  

7  

# Sephirah Translation Chakra 

5 Kether  Crown Crown 

4 Binah Understanding 3rd Eye 

6 Chokmah Wisdom 3rd Eye 

3 Gevurah Power Throat 

7 Chesed Kindness Throat 

0 Tiphereth Beauty Heart 

2 Hod Appreciation Navel 

8 Netzach Perseverance Navel 

0 Yesod Foundation Sex 

5 Malkuth QKingdom Root 

9 Dibri Imagination Mouth  

n/a Daath Knowledge Mouth 

1 Okhel Ordinariness Mouth 

Zayin → G 

The Tree of Life faces me, for 
me to see “God” face-face. 

Honesty is the “Foundation”:  
GReed → GRace (see TWT, P34). 
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WHY 44 Nights? 

© 2017 emPowering NOW, LLC. US. This content is for personal use and is proprietary & confidential and covered by Non-Disclosure agreement. Duplication and distribution is strictly prohibited. 

Channukah lasts 8 “nights”; on night 1, I light 1 candle using the central guide (5) 
to do so (1+1=2). Night 2, 2 candles (2+1=3). Night 3, 3 candles (3+1=4). Night 4, 
4 candles (4+1=5). On night 8, I’ll have lit 2+3+4+5+6+7+8+9=44 candles. 

BECAUSE embracing 
the dark night of the 
Soul is what it takes 
for me to come to 
THE END – when I 
stop fighting “God” 
and/or my innate  
goodness. I am now 
primary, meaning 
what I say and 
saying what I mean! 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Chet → H 

Hebrew word Dam  for “blood”, since blood moves in my veins differently when I incarnate as primary 
Adam. Note, Adam adds an Aleph (A=1) to Dam (DM=44): the one “missing” in the succession below.  

SOULution Kissed by Truth Breathing Surfing Resting Envisioning Connecting 
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WHY Zer0?  
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BECAUSE there is a big difference between having no value as a worthless person, and 
being so wide-open that my assimilation allows me to conceive emptiness.  

Neither the Babylonians nor the ancient Greeks were too sure about the status of 
zero as a number: how can nothing be something? The quandary led to religious and 
philosophical debates about the nature and existence of zero, and of the vacuum. 
The concept of number zero is attributed to India (9th century AD), where practical 
calculations were carried out using zero and treating it like any other number, even in 
cases of division. Indian scholars used the Sanskrit word śūnya to refer to zero or to 
the void. The last syllable of Sanskrit śū-nya is found in Hebrew word Ain (AYN) for 
“nothingness”, and Ani (ANY) for “empty-fullness”, as “I”, the something (#1) that 
comes out of the nothing (#0). By adding one to each digit, I move to #2, #3 and then 
come to #9, the fullness of Ain. The emptiness refers to zero as a numeral that has no 
value but increases by ten the number that precedes it. The name Zero comes from 
Arab mathematicians who called it Siphr (Hebrew Sephirah/XPR “sphere”) to speak of 
emptiness. The word evolved into Latin Sifra before becoming Zefiro, and was 
contracted in French as Zero at the advent of the medieval ages.  

Shaped as zer0, the ouroboros comprises the etheric field of ALL memories; past and future. It is the Cosmic 
Egg and the primordial human touched simultaneously by the nothingness of death and the fullness of birth.  Teth → Th 

Domination  Manipulation Acting Out Animosity Murder Bad Blood Correctness 

Expiration Nothingness No Desires No Tabs No Fears No Expectations No Motives 
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WHY 2 Hands? 
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Hebrew letter Yod for “hand”, doubled. The word is used to replace the Holy Tetragrammaton (YEWE), for 
The “LORD”. It is also the mark of the dual form, a plural for names in pairs, e.g.; eyes, ears, scissors, etc.   

Channukah celebrates my stopping the fight (the illusion of 2 as “DUALity”), 
and move into 2 as “PAIRfection”. I am awake; my right hand knows what my 
left hand is doing. I am a servant leader, my will being in service to the One.  

BECAUSE hands go in 
pairs: I only know the 
nobility of PAIRfect 
Speech and Action, 
when the results of 
my communication 
show that I released 
my will. No longer 
trying is letting Higher 
Power be my agent.  

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Yod → Y 

Attention Pure Intention Speech View Mindfulness Action Livelihood 
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WHY 1 Child? 
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Hebrew word Bam for “in them” for the Aleph that is “in them” – in the words Im (AM=41) for “mother” and 
Av (AB=3) for “father”. Note: the sum of Im plus Av equals 44, the value of Yeled (YLD) for “child”.   

The “Son of God” is the Self who has at once 1) the brilliance of the “Sun of God”, 
2) the generosity to be eclipsed, and let the other win. It also ends the search for 
Deliverance in the Father, Mother, Bride, and/or SON in the World, out there.  

BECAUSE, whereas my 
mother and my father 
gave me life, I must 
now birth myself into 
Spirit – the knowing 
that I Am. When I do, I 
Am a child at heART; I 
enter the  QKingdom, 
and am in PaRaDiSe.  

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Kaph → K 

Deliverance The World The SON The Bride The Mother The Father The Cell 
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WHY the Golden Rule? 
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Hebrew word Bal for “do not”. It reverses in Lev for “heart”. Double the B: it becomes Babel, the neurotic 
desire to make a name for myself!  Double the L: it becomes Balel, the “confusion” that follows this dis-ease.  

The Torah’s first word starts in the B of Barashit; its last word ends in the L of 
Israel. The Teaching therefore stretches me from B to L, to say “do no” harm. 
As I receive IT, I change my ways, and turn from L to B, into my “heart”.  

BECAUSE I have so 
many trust issues 
that I need universal 
agreements to 
support my purifying! 
Just like gold is the 
purest metal, the rule 
of “do no harm” is so 
pure that it is found 
across space-time.  

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Lamed → L 

PsychoBABEL Head Trips Motivations Mistakes Habits Lies Offenses 
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BECAUSE how much I 
accept to be incarnated 
shows in the measure 
of my Earth: my results 
reflect how true I am to 
my Word.  

 
The science of calculating 
a word’s value is known 
in Hebrew as Gematria 
(→ “Geometry”).  

WHY Measuring? 
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Hebrew word Midah for “measure”. By adding Aleph to the letters MDE, I come to Adamah for “ground, soil, 
Earth”. The message is consistent: I came to Earth to incarnate in a measurable world, and to transcend it.  

1 dot is Opening to all perspectives. 2 dots draw a line to be Deciding, 3 dots are 
triangular and Changing “partners”, 4 dots are solid to be Resisting the bad! 

Completing Ordering Engaging Desiring PAIRfect Resisting Changing Deciding Opening 

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Mem → M 
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     9               8              7               6                 5                   4               3               2             1 

WHY Above & “Belove”? 

There is a single pattern of creation that sources it all. This symbol is the “Seed Of Life.” It passes the test of time and space, 
as it is one of the oldest known symbols, and as it appears cross-culturally: it has been found in temples, and in art all over 
the world, including Ireland, France, Turkey, Egypt, China, Greece, Germany, India, Tibet, Japan, Sweden, Israel, etc. Over six 
thousand years old, it also has been praised throughout human history by philosophers, scientists, artists, and architects for 
its perfect beauty and symmetry, proportions and harmony. This pattern (below #6) is at the root of all creation.   

Top left: the Vitruvian man. Right: spirals on a 
sunflower, based on the Fibonacci sequence. 
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Above 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Belove 1 is like Ether 6 is like Air 5 is like Water 4 is like Earth 3 is like Fire 2 is like Wood 

BECAUSE, when I realize that everything in the Universe is geometric, be it is people, animals, planets, solar 
systems, stars, belief systems, etc., I am motivated to learn about measuring IT on a geometric scale… 
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The Dark Night 
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BECAUSE 50 is 5x10: 
1+9, 2+8, 3+7, 4+6, 
5+5, and BECAUSE it is 
the “day” when I feel 
pure enough to be at 
once given the law (I 
know what to do), and 
receiving IT (I’m doing 
what LOVE wills).  

WHY 50? 
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Hebrew word Mi (MY=50) for “who am I?” The 50th “day” is THE gate of UnderStanding. It crowns Sephirath 
HaOmer, the “counting” of 49 days or 7x7 weeks, through the 7 lower chakras. It is done, when I forgive. 

The Hebrew Tree of Life has seven rungs (as does the Hindu Tree). 3 of the rungs split 
the Sephirah (Hebrew for “chakra”) into 1 male & 1 female, thus 10 Sephiroth match 7 
chakras. The 3 Sephiroth of Crown/3rd eye are not the problem area. The 7 below are 
where I get into trouble. The WHYS Tree makes this information abundantly clear.  

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Nun → N 

Law of LOVE Absolution My Bad!   Meet & Part No 1 Out There The Ultimate Free Fallin’ 
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WHY the Leviathan?  

Revenge  Obsession Calculation Gravity Blood Feud Confinement No Relief 

The Fall Cocky Deceitful Worthless Regretful Armed/Armor Destroyed 

The Descent  An Avatar Unswerving Heard/Seen  Crystal-Clear Unhurt Volunteered 

Forgiveness Metabolism Honor Levity Cooperation Valor Finality 

5 
PAIRfect 

5 E 
50 N 

500 K f. 

In the 9 chambers, N50 is the exact center of room 5, to say: “IT is 
written!” As a word (top), NWN is the epitome of symmetry. The 
letter Nun, for “miscarriage, the fallen one”, is doubled to point 
out two ways to Fall. The first has the innocence of the child, who 
descends into the body with the graciousness of a snowflake. The 
second one has the guilt associated to wrongdoing, as I am telling 
the story of shame. Saying “I should or should not have [fill in the 
blank]” is not true, as reality shows that I did!  
 

When I next feel lonely, I can ask myself:  
• WHAT I am unwilling to give or forgive?  
• WHY would I be unwilling? My answer awaits in the WHYS Tree.  

BECAUSE I am a Big Fish, a title given to who dares to dive deep and lives in the “pairs of waters” 
of non-resistance, I saved myself as did all the Big Fishes before me, such as Moses or Jesus.  
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1              2  

Vesica Piscis for “Vessel  
[or Bladder] of the Fish” 
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WHY is Pi “Enough”?  
BECAUSE it makes having no boundaries, a.k.a. Art, viable: while the famous number Pi (π) is 
an infinite sequence of numbers including any possible number combination, its rational value 
(22/7) curves space via 22 basic signs, and focuses time via the radius of a 7th “day” of rest. 
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The challenge with being an artist is to be at once lawless while daring to transcend 
the law, and skilled in the linearity of organization. This odd coupling is the only way 
for the artist to come back safely from the Neverland of imagination! Pi quantifies 
such mastery: approximated as 3.14, it is called by and calls the 314 value of two 
essential Hebrew names voicing the paradoxical interaction of twin forces: 
• Metatron (MThThRWN) who escapes fixed definitions by serving as the celestial 

scribe having it – the chaos – “ALL written” within a Cube formed from the Soul.  
• El Shaddai (SDY) for “God of Enough” as an Octahedron spinning the sex chakra, 

and revealing the order of creativity by setting limits via the sense of Enough. 
 

Such paradox is how to meet the challenge of the 666-Beast (see P15): to “square the 
circle” and actually fulfill a mission impossible: to let myself be assimilated!  

                  Mathemata (Greek for “mathematics”) means “that which can be taught”. It can thus be learned! 

Platonic Solid Metatron’s Cube Octahedron Icosahedron Hexahedron Star Tetrahedron Dodecahedron 

Meta/physics: Meta/tron’s Cube as it 
holds the 5 Platonic Solids. Physics; 
Ether as it holds the 5 Elements.  

Samekh→ X 
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WHY “Who Am I? 
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When I pay the price of evolving (or returning) to innocence, “good” and “evil” sides spontaneously work 
together. Who is this “I” choosing sabotage? Who is this “eye” choosing to see the “no good?”  

BECAUSE Inquiry -- or 
the courage to 
investigate the shadow 
– reveals the agendas 
hiding the LOVE I seek. 
It is how to come to the 
Surrender that answer 
ALL my questions. 
 
Revealing my secrets is 
how to Redeem the 
stages of my evolution.   

Hebrew word Geullah for “Redemption.” Redemption—noun: the action of saving or being saved from sin, error, or evil.  
2. the clearing of a debt or the action of regaining or gaining possession of something in exchange for payment. 

Fighting Provoking Contesting Cold War Wrestling Ambushing Checkmating 

Inquiry Judgment? Is it true? Where do I go? What do I do? Who am I? Resisted XPR? 

Redemption  Vigilance Detachment Plenitude Recovery Altitude Hard Cash 

Surrender  Namasté Clarity Altruism Sensitivity Openness One Victory 

Ayin → O 
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WHY 7x7 Forgiveness? 
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Day 1 Day 2 Day 3 Day 4 Day 5 Day 6 Day 7 

Deadly Greed Wrath Pride GR → GRace Envy Sloth Lust Gluttony 

Chakra Throat Throat heART Solar Plexus Solar Plexus Sex Root 

Week 1 

Folly/Wisdom 

  

  

            

Week 2 

No/Power 

  

  

            

Week 3 

Beauty 

  

  

            

Week 4 

Appreciation 

  

  

            

Week 5 

Perseverance 

        
33rd Gate  

    

Week 6 

HONEstY 

  

  

            

Week 7 

QKingdom 

            
WOW!  

BECAUSE Honesty is the only way to be straight in my accounting, 
BECAUSE such straightness is the only way to hear and SEE that I AM the AIM, 
And BECAUSE, while still keeping tabs (not forgiving), I might as well make time count! 

Peh → P 

I begin my process with one 49-day journey. I continue until I am beyond desire and resistance – in Grace: passing the 33rd 
Gate ten times (7x7x10) can be inferred by the words of Jesus teaching the how-to of true forgiveness.  
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Animal PAIRfection 
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WHY is Justice an Enneagram?  
BECAUSE, when beyond personality types, I feel part of a sisterhood and a brotherhood of 
light that lets the beauty I love be the JUST result of my communication. 
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The multiplication series for the polar pair 2 
& 7 is an exact mirror: 2 4 6 8 1 3 5 7 versus 7 
5 3 1 8 6 4 2. Everything is starting from the 
center outward, as a singularity coming out 
of the Black W/Hole. Nature’s “God” share its 
light by way of numbers, letters, and sounds 
– the 3 XPRs of 3↔6↔9. Supported by the 
absence of 0, the 9 axis feeds the vortex. The 
toroidal motion from and away from the 
central axis is the point towards which matter 
converges, and away from which it diverges.  

 “    With 32 Wondrous Meridians of Wisdom engraved Yah, the LOVE of Hosts, the God of who IS REAL . . . and 
created the Universal Logos through three Sappirim (XPR) or ‘lights:’ Sephor (XPR) for ‘counting’ or numbers, Sepher (XPR) 
for ‘book’ or letters and Sippur (XPR) for ‘story’ or sounds.” Sepher Yetzirah, “Book of Attraction”, Chapter I  

Man’s Order Anarchy Debate Revenge Dominance Righteousness Respect 

Justice Proportion Adjustment Retribution Prevention Restitution Exactitude 

Tzaddi → Z 
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The Word Perspectives Numbers Sounds Letters Names Cipher 0/1 

The World Infinity Creation Formation Manifestation Emanation One Light 

…
O

f In
fin

ity 

The past only comes from being addicted to telling the story of pain (the BS). Numbers show me reality: that 
the multiplication tables could be read in a straight line or in a circle speaks of a simultaneous system, where 
there is no time between what I say I want and what I see as already created. When my thumbs join forces, I 
disappear to be infused with the infinity of #9, whose infamous LOVE potion I have now tasted and ingested.  
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WHY Plus One?  
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BECAUSE joining a mastermind group allows me to be calling on the intelligence of the 
collective to open to new perspectives, and think beyond boundaries (have Faith!) 

“For where two or three gather in My Name, there Am I with them.” Matthew 18:20 

Perspective Black W/hole IT We: You & I ITS: Me vs. You I → new eye IS [not] REAL 

Power Plural Symbolic Collective TWIN (Dual) Individual Singular 

In ancient law, one person says the blessing (or gives the absolution), and the 
other receives it by saying “Amen” (AMN), an acronym for El Melekh Neeman 
(“God King of Faith”). “Yes, but,” says Safra Catz, “consensus doesn’t always work 
in a crisis: you must have the courage to move forward”.  Co-CEO of Oracle, Safra 
just called the Power PaRaDoX: Individual or Collective? My pendulum will swing 
from one pole to the other, until I center in Symbolic Power, and let IT do the 
driving: I now have a new eye, open to “We” perspectives. It is how it has been 
said that, when the WHY is big enough, the HOW and the WHAT find a 
spontaneous answer. However, when the WHY is not big enough, I’ll use the 
HOW and the WHAT as excuses for not doing what I said I would.  

Qoph → Q 

As per the Rule of Colel, the pure choiceless awareness of Aleph – my ultimate “Plus One” – is behind every word (just as 
0/1 is behind every number): the Rule stipulates that any word can be equal to any other word by plus or minus one. 

Therefore a word valued at 73 can be associated to any words equal to 72, 73, or 74. 
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WHY a Sun Sign? 
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“Who am I to be brilliant, gorgeous, talented, fabulous?” Hebrew word Shemesh answers by meaning “Sun, 
brilliant”. The word comes from Akkadian Shamash, a solar deity, and god of Justice in Babylonia and Assyria.  

Yet the Sun is not “God”, just a servant of “God.” So is the Shamash, the core candle 
used to kindle the other lights. It sits in attendance, as a friend ready to serve, if there 
was any need for light. A King must be such a servant, be it when “he” is in the State 
of TEXAS, or in the stage of perceiving TAXES: it must be done for the Good of ALL.   

BECAUSE, without the 
Sun, I would not be 
able to keep warm,  
breathe, eat, or keep 
track of time. Since 
life depends so much 
on it, ancient people 
worshiped it as a god.  

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

Resh → R 

Friendliness Unanimous Brilliant Unconditional Efficient Considerate Tolerant 
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BECAUSE, as beautiful as 12 disciples or 12 steps are, the SUN of 12 months must die into 
the arms of a 13th Moon for me to fulfill my calling, and, at last, save me from my Name… 

WHY a Baker’s Dozen?  
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SUN Value Glyph The Noble Tenfold Key THE END Noble Eightfold Path Innate Sense Keyword 

Gemini 000 a Aleph (A) Ignorance 0. PAIRfect Knowledge Motion I think 

Sagittarius 00 a Aleph (L) Dishonesty 0. PAIRfect Knowledge Sleep I see 

Pisces 0 a Aleph (P) Hunger 0. PAIRfect Knowledge Laughter I believe 

Scorpio 10K  י  Yod Initial (Y) Judgment 1. PAIRfect View Smell I desire 

Capricorn 2K  ב  Beth Initial (B) Ambivalence 2. PAIRfect Intention Anger I use 

Aquarius 30K l Lamed Initial  (L)  Theft 3. PAIRfect Speech Eating I know 

Leo 400K ת  Tav Initial (T) Procrastination 4. PAIRfect Action Hearing I will 

Virgo 500 ך  Kaph Final (K) Greed 5. PAIRfect Livelihood Action I analyze 

Cancer 600 ם  Mem Final (M) Resistance 6. PAIRfect Effort Sight I feel 

Taurus 700 ן  Nun Final (N) Forgetfulness 7. PAIRfect Mindfulness Thought I have 

Libra 800 ף  Peh Final (P) Temptation 8. PAIRfect Concentration Sexing I balance 

Aries 900 ץ  TzaddiQ Final (Z) Indoctrination 9. PAIRfect Freedom Speech I Am 

Leviathan 0/1   Nameless/ALL Names Identification 13. PAIRfect Death Silence Not-I  

Body Soul Endocrine Syst. Lungs Kidney Stomach Heart Liver 

Sun Sign Pisces→→→ Libra↔ Cancer § § Capricorn ←←Leo ←Sagittarius 

Sun Sign Gemini→ Aquarius→→   Scorpio ± ± Taurus ↔Aries ←←←Virgo 

Body Soul Nervous System Colon Bladder Spleen Small Intestines Gall Bladder 

For the correspondence of 3 Mothers, 7 Doubles and 12 Simple Letters (3+7+12=22), see P56 of the WHYS Tree. 

Added symbols (e.g.; → ←) link 2 opposite signs (e.g. Gemini→ and ← Sagittarius consummate each other). Shin → S 
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WHY Linking & Ranking? 

Note: The evolution of Hebrew into Roman script was given by linguist and rabbi Marc-Alain Ouaknin, in The Mysteries of the Alphabet.  

Linking is done horizontally, e.g.; 1 to 9, 2 to 8, etc., on 9 columns It evokes the 
relating favored by women. Ranking is done vertically, e.g.; 1 to 10 to 100, on 3 
rows. It evokes the hierarchy favored by men. Linked horizontally and ranked 
vertically, the Hebrew alphabet is formed by male/female pairs of signs, as the 
factual “animals” preserved on Noah’s ark. Both ways are complementary, as the 
yin yang Way of Knowledge:  

• The single digits are the mental intelligence – the Mind – of the alphabet.  
• The double digits are the emotional intelligence – the Soul – of the alphabet.  
• The triple digits are the physical intelligence – the Body – of the alphabet.  

 

Consider: when I hear and am in my Heart, I have no complaints; just gratitude!  

Knowledge Voice Mind Soul Body Heart Spirit 
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9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Completing Ordering Engaging Desiring PAIRfect Resisting Changing Dividing Opening 

9 Th 8 H 7 G 6 
 

U V W 5 E 4 D 3 C 2 B 1 A 
90 Z 80 F P Ph 70 O 60 X 50 N 40 M 30 L 20 K 10 I JY 

900 Z f. 800 P f. 700 N f. 600 M f. 500 K f. 400 T 300 S Sh 200 R 100 Q 

BECAUSE the Wisdom Way is no more about being a feminist than a macho man: it is about joining forces! 
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BECAUSE there is a code by which to satiate the Hunger and resonate with “I am the Alpha and 
the Omega, the First and the Last, the Beginning and the End” (Revelation 22:13).  

WHY 44 via the 11:11’s Gate?  
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ATBaSh 

A T 

B S 

C R 

D Q 

E Z 

W P 

G O 

H X 

Th N 

Y M 

K L 

ALBaM 

A L 

B M 

C N 

D X 

E O 

W P 

G Z 

H Q 

Th R 

Y S 

K T 

The First/Last QKode is known in Hebrew as Atbash (ATBS): it is a method of permutation where the first letter (A) is substituted for the last (T), 
the second (B) for the second last (S), etc. It organizes the 22 letters (AT|TA, BS|SB, etc.) in 11 pairs. It reveals how AT|TA – the Alpha and the 
Omega – include and transcends the BS|SB – the entry into and exit out of the story of pain. The 11:11 QKode is known as Albam (ALBM): it is a 
method of permutation where the 1st letter of the alphabet (A) is substituted for the 12th  (L), the 2nd (B) for the 13th (M), etc. It organizes the 22 
letters (AL|LA, BM|MB, etc.) in 11 pairs. It facilitates the clear attention of AL/ALeph and experience the Self as a servant leader via 44 letters.  

Hunger For Attention For Being Right For Contact For More For Discontent For Getting It! 

Purity Intelligence Innocence Nurturing Prosperity Loving-Kindness                                   Sanctuary 

Tav → T 

The Purpose of the eXPiRe Tarot is to safely journey through Hebrew 
as scripting the DNA of Identities, from Aleph to Tav and back, and to 
equip the soul to fulfill its expression. The Process begins with the 
courage to cultivate honesty and own the lies as evidenced by a 
repeated misalignment in my communication: a part of me says it 
wants connection; the other destroys it by its choice to speak or not 
speak. It continues by inviting me to dive as deep as needed into the 
shadow, until I locate the core lie to which I am attached. It ends by 
feeling the edges of my creation so terminally that I’d know its name. 
The result is receiving its blessing as Purity or the “Sense of Enough,” 
along with an increase in the ability to RIP, and let silence be my guide 
in how and when to connect with “you.” 
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TORA/TARO 
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1   1   a Aleph  A  Ox 0. The Fool 
LAUGHIN’ LOVIN’ eyeNOsense:  

Is there another way to look at IT? Keep asking until you come to Silence!  

2    2    b  Beth  B  House 1. The Magician 
ABRACADABRA!  

‘Where are you giving your power away and just “trying”?’ 

3  3  g Gimel  C  Camel 2. The High Priestess  
FREEDOM’S JUST ANOTHER WORLD FOR…  

“What are you afraid to lose or not to get?” 

4  4  d Dalet  D  Door 3. The Empress 
THERE IS NO ONE OUT THERE! 

 “Are you better at taking care of others than of yourself?” 

5  5  h Heh  E  Window 4. The Emperor 
THE POWER OF ORDER AND STRATEGY. 

 “Whose order is it anyway? Will you give up the plan?” 

6  6  v  Vav  W, V, U  Nail 5. The Hierophant 
AS ABOVE SO BELOVE!  

“What understanding is missing for you to totally be an emissary of LOVE?” 

7  7  z  Zayin  G Sword 6. The Lovers 
IS-REALIZE the BEAUTY OF SYMMETRY!  

“In deciding to go right or left, are you choosing out of resistance or presence?” 

8  8  x  Chet  H Fence 7. The Chariot 
VOYAGE/WHY AGE?  

“What is the preference that is limiting your movement?” 

9  9  u  Teth  Th Snake 8. The Strength 
PLAYSURE NOT PRESSURE!  

“Have you so lost your senses that you’d push your will onto self/others?” 

10  10  y  Yod  Y, I, J. Hand 9. The Hermit 
KNOW THYSELF!  

“Will you surrender long enough to be the change?” 

11  20  k Kaph  K Pan 10. The Wheel  of Fortune 
EVERY MOMENT CAN BE A BD, A BIRTH AND A DEATH!  

“Are you denying your evolution by not wanting to pay the price?” 

12  30  l  Lamed  L Ox-goad 11. Justice 
THE ONE LAW OF LOVE  

“Would it release you to ask yourself: ‘What does LOVE need now?’” 

13  40  m  Mem  M Waters 12. The Hanged Man 
COMPATIENCE: 

“Have you been humiliated enough to feel the shame behind your lies?”  

14  50  n  Nun  N Fish 13. Death 
LET GO AND LET GOD!  

“What might you be reluctant to GIVE and forGIVE?” 

15  60  c Samekh  X Support 14. Temperance 
THE GIFT OF ART IS TO KNOW TO SAY ENOUGH! (IN OFF):  

“Does the idea of ‘mediocrity’ or ‘ordinariness’ scare you to death?” 

16  70  i Ayin  O Eye 15. The Devil 
THE VEIL OF EVIL…  

“How is your need for approval leading you to repeatedly choose bondage?” 

17  80  p   Peh  P, Ph, F Mouth 16. Tower of Destruction 
THE ULTIMATE:  

“What will it take for you to ask and answer the only question: Who am I?” 

18  90  j Tzaddi  Z Hook 17. The Star 
YOU ARE A PRECIOUS JEWEL! 

 “How deep in the dark will you dive so as to share your gift of light?” 

19  100  q  Qoph  Q Monkey 18. The Moon 
THE SIGNAL TO TALK/WALK:  

“Will you wait for the path to be CLEAR before your next word/action?” 

20  200  r Resh  R Head 19. The Sun 
IT’S GOOD TO BE THE KING!  

“Are you playing small out of fear of being divinely brilliant?” 

21   300   s Shin  S Tooth 20. The Last Judgment 
LOVE IS GOD!  

‘What mask must you take off to see “God” face to face?’ 

22   400   t  Tav  T Sign 21. The World 
TAKING IT SO LIGHTLY YOU FLY!  

“How much suffering do you still need before loving it ALL?” 
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WHY TORA/TARO?  
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This process can be used as a daily grounding ritual, or as an oracle of Truth, 
to assist me to be willing again to do what I know I am to do:  
1. I write it down my WHY question, e.g.; WHY am I not trusting _______? 
2. I pick a Tarot card (e.g.; the Sombrero Hat).  

a. I find it (e.g.; the Sombrero on P24), and read, feel and reflect on 
the BECAUSE of this specific page as the answer to my question.  

b. I note the evolution in English of the Hebrew letter (e.g.; Teth →Th). 
c. I find the line (e.g.; Th) on either the Lion (P48) or Dragon page (49). 
d. When needing more information, I find my letter on the Star (P50).   

3. I work with my fractal(s) as follows, until IT (the doubt) lets go of me!  

“How long, O LORD? Will you forget me forever? How long will you hide your face from me? How long must  
I wrestle with my thoughts, and day after day have sorrow in my heart? How long will my enemy  

triumph over me?” Psalm 13:1-2 

Scarcity Confinement Breach of Faith Stagnation Defensiveness Devastation Insatiableness 

Abundance I invite a limIT IT lets go of me I immerse in IT I dig for IT I locate IT I recognize IT 

BECAUSE, as long as I refuse to emPower the NOW, I will need a divining tool to calm my fear of punishment.  
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WHY the Power of ThREE? 

 

 

 

 

 

Yang/Male Lion: Alchemy Tao/TWIN Star: Astrology Yin/Female Dragon: Theurgy 

Desires the GOOD Rests In-Between Resists the BAD 

• Theurgy as the operation of the Moon, when my Dragon deals with angels & demons, for me to 
surrender my good/bad judgments, and hold the tension between opposites.  

• Alchemy is the operation of the Sun, when my Lion deals with temperance and transmutation, so as to 
allow me to listen to my heart and have the courage to dive deep within.  

• Astrology is the operation of the Stars, when my inner Star deals with twelve basic identities and 
discipleships: once I have the ability to be and not to be, I can think straight.  

BECAUSE The Lion is for me to UnderStand my Desire to Do Evil; the Dragon, for me to UnderStand my 
Resistance to Do Good, and the Star, for me to be the Peace beyond Understanding and “Rest” in Between. 

Inaudible Force Unconscious Control Self-Pity Possession Severity Destiny 

Visible Power   Darkness Preservation Destruction Wealth Creation Knowledge 
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Beginning of Desire 
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0 0 
Above 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Belove 1 6 5 4 3 2 

0 1 
The Map  Not Listening =2 Wants =4 Protection =6 Compulsion =8 Abandon. =10 Folly  =12 

The Mrs. Empty-Fullness Needs Vulnerability Endurance Receptivity Wisdom 

A 2 
Not Listening Tyranny Reproaches Quicksand Absence Disjunction Rumination 

Empty-Fullness Attendance Non-Judgment Elevation Teamwork Directness Mastery 

B 3 
Commerce Buy/Sell Lend/Borrow Earn/Steal Save/Spend Give/Take Tax/Tithe 

Silence Stillness Non-Planning Non-Reacting Consecrating Non-Initiating Abundance 

C 4 
Wants Acclaim Impotence The Dream Misery Journey Humiliation 

Needs Union Spontaneity Intimacy Practicality Completion [No] Restraint 

D 5 
Sabotage Perjury Pretense Camouflage Self-Pity Defiance Creepiness 

Actualization Initiation Transfiguration Confrontation Management Greatness Capability 

E 6 
Protection Censored Suspicious Bossy Unreal Contrite Captive 

Vulnerability Strength Doubtlessness Closeness Rectification Trepidation Frailty 

W 7 
Materialism Anguish Serial Numbers Insecurity Acquisitiveness Slavery Prison 

Spirituality Self-Acceptance Quantity Miracle License Quality Rapture 

G 8 
Compulsion  Know It All! Courting Dominating Joking Annoyed Critical 

Endurance Alignment Prediction Extrapolate Associate Abide Synergize 

H 9 
Childishness  Abuse Compulsion Narcissism Trouble Quibble Insolence 

Leadership Commitment Cognizance Abnegation Initiative Cluelessness Elasticity 

Th 10 
Abandonment Invalidated Incomplete Neglected Damaged Wounded Forsakenness 

Receptivity Swallowing Welcoming Excreting Profiting Metabolizing Containing 

Y 11 
Revenge  Obsession Calculation Gravity Blood Feud Confinement No Relief 

Forgiveness Metabolism Honor Levity Cooperation Valor Finality 

K 12 
Folly  Error  Attachment Repetition  Violation Insistence  Flagellation  

Wisdom Immanence Radiance Information Inventiveness Mercy Transcendence 

The Lion of Sapphire – to UnderStand Desiring the “Devil”  
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UnderStanding THE END 
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0 0 
Above 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Belove 1 6 5 4 3 2 

0 1 
Powerlessness Temptation Identities =3 Motivations =5 Goals =7 Initiation =9  Genius =11 

Enlightenment Free Attention Justice Serenity W/Holeness Mastery Angelic Unity 

T 2 
Loneliness  Incoherent Burdened Grasping Hooked Unwanted Running 

Aloneness Telepathic Mental Affective Physical Spiritual Kinesthetic 

S 3 
Banishment Forgetfulness Battle Trickery Definitions Two-Faced Savior-Hungry 

Deliverance The World The SON The Bride The Mother The Father The Cell 

R 4 
Sadness  Shock Denial Antagonism Bargaining Depression Resignation 

Freedom Irony “Enough!” Bridge Exchange Tenacity Acceptance 

Q 5 
Motivation Anarchy Debate Revenge Dominance Righteousness Respect 

Justice Proportion Adjustment Retribution Prevention Restitution Exactitude 

Z 6 
Shame  Coverings Gender Gap Abasement Destitution Electric Fence Imprisonment 

Satisfaction Visibility Interest Nakedness Connection Dignity Self-Disclosure 

P 7 
HELLusion  Separation Recognition Retaliation Service Power Enlightenment 

IS-REALity Unknowns Beliefs E-motions Actions One Language One Will 

O 8 
Fear  Speaking Death Rejection Loss Aloneness Failure 

Integrity Resonates Elucidates Feel-Believes Redeems Repents Empties 

X 9 
Initiation Tribe Plan Guilt Money Wound Appearances 

Mastery To Forgive To Know To Dare To Keep Silence To Will To Heal 

N 10 
Hatred  Inferiority Denigration Dissimulation Cynicism Indifference Assassination 

Transformation Expiration Differentiation No Exception Experience Expression Deliberation 

M 11 
THE Story  Hunger Doubt Betrayal Defense/Attack Blame Defeat 

THE Decision Purity Faith Trust Presence Acceptance Laughter 

L 12 
Anger  Contradiction Impatience Belligerence Itch Craziness Entrapment 

Consciousness Receptivity Bravery Desistance Transmutation Latitude Discernment 

The Dragon of Sapphire – to UnderStand Resisting “God” 
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The Core of Sapphire 
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The Star of Sapphire – to UnderStand how to Rest in Between (T4B & T5B) 

0 0 
Above 1 2 3 4 5 6 

Belove 1 6 5 4 3 2 

0 1 
Suffering Secondary Resistance Shame Jealousy-Vanity The Fall Competition 

Fulfillment Primary (A) Desire (F) Satisfaction (E) Simplicity (D) Engagement (C) Cooperation (B) 

AT 2 
Secondary No Reception No Abundance No Goodness No Help No Juiciness No Cognizance 

Primary (A) Speed Magic Growth Guidance Divergence Choice Point 

BS 3 
Not Sensing  No Sixth Sense No Smelling No Hearing No Tasting No Sight No Touching 

Sentience Clarity Nose Ears Mouth Eyes Hands 

CR 4 
Objection  Feeling Pushed No Time No Authority No Money No Vision Alternative 

Enough (F) Beyond Greed Agreement Gut Feeling Values Goal Setting Paradox 

DQ 5 
Guilt Misinformed Sacrilegious Clinging Bullying Chagrined Apprehensive 

Innocence Perceiving Playing Diving Melting Relating Adapting 

EZ 6 
Judgment  Comparisons  Exaggerations Sarcasms Complaints  Advices Regrets 

Vision (E) Honesty Commerce Play Well-being Autonomy Self-Realization 

WP 7 
Personal Issue Memory Money Sex Food Family Authority 

Oneness  No Neediness No Owing No Control  No Harm No Vengeance No Bias or BS 

GO 8 
Vanity No Benefits Boredom Desperation Heaviness Futile Striving Pointlessness 

Simplicity (D) Walking Away Beginner’s Mind Chance Liberation Ordinariness Evolution 

HX 9 
Jealousy Fragmentation Perpetuation Discontentment Pathology Degeneration Banishment 

Meditation Due Diligence Exploration Exuberance Valiance Earnestness Fringe 

ThN 
1

0 

The Fall Cocky Deceitful Worthless Regretful Armed/Armor Destroyed 

The Descent  An Avatar Unswerving Heard/Seen  Crystal-Clear Unhurt Volunteered 

YM 
1

1 

The Word Perspectives Numbers Sounds Letters Names Cipher 0/1 

The World Infinity  Creation  Attraction  Manifestation  Download Eternal Light  

KL 
1

2 

Competition  Worth Erection Armament Confusion Estrangement Scattering 

Cooperation (B) Acknowledge Communicate Mend Continue Search Observed 
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WHY 69?  
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From A to S, I “descend” (as Eve/Evil) towards the T of my 
“CurseAfiction,” increasing the painful motion of ego by way 
of falsehood. This is marked by the alphabet that has 7 triplets 
(groups of 3 letters) that add up to the reduced sum of Sheqer 
(SQR=600=6+0+0=6) for “falsehood:”  

ABC = 1+2+3 = 6| DEW = 4+5+6 = 15 = 1+5 = 6 | GHTh = 7+8+9 = 
24 = 2+4 = 6 | YKL = 10+20+30 = 60 = 6+0 = 6 | MNX = 40+50+60 
= 150 = 1+5+0 = 6 | OPZ = 70+80+90 = 240 = 2+4+0 = 6 | QRS = 
100+200+300 = 600 = 6+0+0 = 6. 

“How long, O  

BECAUSE being in TantriQK 69 LOVE is the highest cure there is. It is UnderStanding that there’s only One of 
US to the point that I not only can make the difference between “WRITE” and wrong, but also feel how my 
male Tree and female Tree have always been heart to heart, crown to root, mouth chakra to sex chakra.  

“I remember the first time I had sex — I kept the receipt.” Groucho Marx 

From T to B, I “ascend” (as Adam/Good) towards the A of my “ROSEerection,” decreasing the 
HELL of separation by way of Truth. This is marked by the alphabet that has 7 triplets (groups of 3 
letters) that add up to the reduced sum of Emet (AMT=441=4+4+1=9) for “Truth:”   

TSR = 200+300+400 = 900 = 9+0+0 = 9 | QZP = 80+90+100 = 270 = 2+7+0 = 9 | OXN = 50+60+70 = 180 = 
1+8+0 = 9 | MLK = 20+30+40 = 90 = 9+0 = 9 | YThH = 8+9+10 = 27 = 2+7 = 9 | GWE = 5+6+7 = 18 = 1+8 = 
9 | DCB = 2+3+4 = 9. 
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WHY the geometry of 73? 
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28 is Koach (KH), which is within Chokmah (HKME) as Mah Koach (MEKH) for “the place of force,” that is, 
the place where the force is with me, allowing me to not abuse my power anymore. The first sentence of 
the Torah has 28 letters and 7 Hebrew words. The geOMetry of these 28 letters is 2701, which is 37x73 and 
also the sum of all numbers from 1 to 73. 37 and 73 are both prime numbers, numbers that never divide. To 
have Wisdom is indeed to be primary, beyond the dividedness created by my doubts and my ambivalences.   

9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 

King Solomon prayed for one favor only, yet that one favor encompassed it 
all: the Wisdom of Lev Mevin Daath (LaMeD). Indeed, it takes 3x72, or 
Wisdom (Chokmah=73-1) plus Kindness (Chesed=72) plus The Under-
Standing (Habinah=72) to be able to justly use Power (Gevurah=216). As 
for LMD, it is equal in its 74 value to the Da (DO) of Daath: learning is the 
path to knowledge. 74 is the +1 to Wisdom, which engraves the 32 paths 
of the Tree Of Life (10 subtle centers + 22 signs). 32 is the geOMetry of Lev 
(LB) for “heART.” As for HaLev (ELB), it is “THE heart” of Kindness, since: 

• Its ordinal geOMetry is 19 (5th + 12th + 2nd sign).  
• Its cardinal geOMetry is 37 (E5+ L30+B2).  

That heART is contained within Chokmah (HKME), which has: 
• An ordinal geOMetry of 37 (8th + 11th + 13th + 5th sign).  
• A cardinal geOMetry of 73 (H8+ K20+M40+E5).  

To know more about how these numbers affect the Tree, see TWT, P106. 
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WHY Not Choosing to Live?  
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My Power issue is really a boundary issue. The unfelt extremes of too much or 
not enough tie me down to abuse, and enforce the “I am not enough”. Yet, the 
216 of Power is powerful: from three satellites of SIX dots, a core of 10 dots, 
and a border of three times SIX dots, I continue growing the pattern until the 
bottom one shows up as 3 satellites of 666 dots, a core down-pointing triangle 
of 703 dots, a composite of 2701 dots, and 3 borders of 216 dots. My 666-
beast destroy borders, when I either give my Power away or steal it, as I am 
not my “lion’s” leadership. However when the three 666 satellites are within 
the three 216 borders, Fire-Power cannot burn me. This 2701 dots and the 703 
core dots call to the 73 of “Wisdom.” As shown on the previous page, 2701 is 
the number of letters in Gen. 1. It is also 73x37, both aspects of “Wisdom.” 
When in that geometry, I have no fear as “GOOD” is with me.  

The Funeral Consecration Blown Up Submerged Buried Cremated Mummified 

The Sacrifice  A Pyre of Love No Caprices No Quarrels No Backlashes No Exceptions No Conditions 

BECAUSE I am afraid of multidimensionality – when I am in the Eternal Time of Pure Action: 227 and 157 are Horakh U’Qumah 
(AWRK W’QWME) for “Length and Height. 216 of Rochav (RWHB) for “Width” and 216 of Omaq (OWMQ) for “Depth” are felt when I 
end my 216 fear of Gevurah (GBWRE) for “Power” via the 216 of Aryeh (ARYE). See TWT, P13.   

Dimension 146: Eternal Time 216: Depth 157: Height 216: Width 227: Length 73: Pure Action 

When not emPowering the Now, I am choosing the curse (Funerals) and not the blessing of life.  

“I have set before you life and death, blessings and curses. Now choose life, so that you and yours may live”. Deut. 30:19   
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The Wheel shifts from karma to Dharma, as I fulfill the Law, and espouse Torah: I now live up to my 
potential. Dedicated to love what IS-REAL, I hear/SEE the word Israel (YS-RAL) as “there is 231” 
gates to knowing the Soul’s purity (for the link between purity, soul and 7x33, see P35). Language 
– and the whole of creation, attraction, manifestation – proceeds from combining the signs to 
open the mind to another way to look at IT, the letters going forth as pairs of non-human animals 
through 231 gates. Since the Hebrew alphabet has 22 choices for the first letter and 21 choices for 
the second letter, and since AB|BA are considered as one pair, I come to 231 gates (22x21/2=231).  

AB = “Father AlphaBet” 
BA = “enter!” 

B‘Siyata DiShemaya:  
“with Heaven’s help!” 

The vision of the 231 
gates is given via the 
black nodes on a white 
background in the sketch.  

WHY 231 (7x33) Gates?  

‘He permuted them, weighed them, and transformed them, Aleph with all of them and all of them with Aleph, Beth with all 
of them and all of them with Beth. They repeat in a cycle and exist in 231 gates. . . 22 Foundation letters: He placed them in 
a wheel like a wall with 231 gates. The wheel oscillates back and forth. A sign for this is: there is nothing in good higher than 
Oneg (ONC) for “delight.” There is nothing in evil lower than Negah (NCO) for “plague.”’ Sepher Yetzirah 2.2-4 

BECAUSE I choose to live long and prosper, to share the exponential blessings that are bestowed upon me! 
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The Gølden Rule 

Being the change I wish to see will take to say a real “I DO”, and decide to engage 
my inner “wIsDOm”. As I see the “Noah’s Art” pictured here, read the signs, and 
befriend them as the PAIRfect non-human sentient animals they are, I begin to 
feel my 2 hands balancing Giving and Receiving: UnderStanding in my soul that 
there’s only 1 of US, I DO unto others as I would have them do unto me. Truth is, 
“in Good, I trust”, and eye opens to see that IT is written: in deed, we – U and I – 
are completely enough to turn on the GReen light of an awake civilization.  
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9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 
Completing Ordering Engaging Desiring PAIRfect Resisting Changing Deciding Opening 

9 Th 8 H 7 G 6 
 

U V W 5 E 4 D 3 C 2 B 1 a 
90 Z 80 F P Ph 70 O 60 X 50 N 40 M 30 L 20 K 10 I JY 

900 Z f. 800 P f. 700 N f. 600 M f. 500 K f. 400 T 300 S Sh 200 R 100 Q 

? I SEE the uncanny life of symbols ↔ I HEAR and UnderStand: there’s only One of US ↔ I AM Enough!  

The emPowering NOW Advisory Team: 
• Mahalene Louis—Austin, TX. 001.512.632.8952. Maha@emPoweringNOW.com  
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